
The Challenge

Governance of Public Cloud
With your companies success depending more and more on 
your ability to embrace and adapt Public Cloud services, you 
face the following challenges:

• Get insight across these services to mitigate business risk 
and obtain your license to operate 

• Gain control of the costs of multiple cloud services and 
commercial models

• Optimize your cloud footprint

You need a single pane of glass to show proof of a 
sustainable business model to all stakeholders.

The Solution

Full Transparency and Control
We put business management in the driver’s seat by offer-
ing a ready to use dashboard with a three-step onboarding 
process with minimal need for IT involvement;
1 Sign up to C-Facts
2 Enter your Public Cloud credentials
3 Configure the view of your data

The C-Facts Management Control Center provides insight 
and control in Public Cloud usage in a transparent, compliant 
and sustainable way. 

We do this via a flexible and future-proof Business 
Management focused SaaS-solution. This solution can 
connect to any relevant external system used by your 
company. 

The C-Facts service

We offer a single pane of glass that gives you full insight in your public cloud usage whether you have several accounts in one 
public cloud or accounts across multiple public clouds.

Cost Insights

Never miss a beat with the C-Facts 
visualization and allocation of costs to 
customers and cost centers. We reduce 
the complexity of cost allocation by 
selecting the right tags, while informing 
you on costs that are not allocated.

Commerce Insights

Whether you need to cross charge your 
departments or create pro forma billing 
for your customers C-Facts enables 
you to ad overhead costs, margins and 
discounts giving your stakeholders the 
insights they need with the correct 
amounts.

Customer Insights

Insights are needed at different levels 
of your organization or required by your 
customers. We let you create specific 
data views that you share via the C-facts 
Control Center to all relevant stakehold-
ers, thus giving them an always up to 
date single source of truth.

About C-Facts
Convinced that the capabilities of current solutions could be much better in terms of control and insight, Martijn van Zoeren 
and Frits Veltink founded C-Facts. Two Cloud- and SaaS-veterans that have experienced first-hand the challenge of governing 
Public Cloud solutions and both having a deep understanding of customer needs and problems, they decided to develop the 
C-Facts platform. 

Your control center for sustainable cloud services

Using one or multiple Public Clouds C-Facts Control Center


